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JudgeSamuel Alito and
The ‘Führerprinzip’
by Jeffrey Steinberg

On Jan. 5, 2006, in a front-page story, the Wall Street Journal Alito’s nomination must be decisively defeated in the Senate,
or the Supreme Court will fall fatally into the hands of a cabalidentified Judge Samuel Alito, President George W. Bush’s

nominee to replace Justice Sandra Day O’Connor on the U.S. of outright “Schmittlerian” Nazis, led by Antonin Scalia,
Clarence Thomas, John Roberts, and Alito—all members ofSupreme Court, as a leading proponent of the savagely uncon-

stitutional doctrine of the “unitary executive.” The idea of the the self-avowed “conservative revolutionary” Federalist So-
ciety.“unitary executive,” which forms the core dogma of the ultra-

right-wing Federalist Society, to which Judge Alito belongs, LaRouche counterposed the outright Nazi doctrine of the
Federalist Society proponents of the “unitary executive”is more properly identified by its modern historical name—

the Führerprinzip, authored by the Nazi regime’s anointed (Führerprinzip) to the American System principles invoked
by President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, when he was con-“Crown Jurist” Carl Schmitt. Schmitt’s doctrine, that the

charismatic head of state is the law, and can assert absolute fronted with the awesome responsibility of preparing the
United States for world war. On Sept. 8, 1939, at a pressdictatorial authority during periods of emergency, has been

used to legitimize every totalitarian regime in the West, from conference following his Proclamation of Limited Emer-
gency, as war was erupting in Europe, FDR assured the Amer-Hitler, to Gen. Francisco Franco in Spain, to Gen. Augusto

Pinochet in Chile, to President George W. Bush and Vice ican people, “There is no intention and no need of doing all
those things that could be done. . . . There is no thought in anyPresident Dick Cheney in the United States.

The Wall Street Journal quoted Judge Alito from a No- shape, manner, or form, of putting the Nation, in its defenses
or in its internal economy, on a war basis. That is one thingvember 2000 speech, delivered, appropriately, before a Fed-

eralist Society convention in Washington, D.C. The Constitu- we want to avoid. We are going to keep the nation on a peace
basis, in accordance with peacetime authorizations.”tion, Alito declared, “makes the President the head of the

Executive Branch, but it does more than that. The President
has not just some executive powers, but the executive Cheney and 9/11

FDR’s respect for the U.S. constitutional system of checkspower—the whole thing.”
Judge Alito elaborated, “I thought then”—referring to his and balances, and separation of power, stands in stark contrast

to the assault on the Constitution, launched by Vice President1980s tenure at the U.S. Justice Department’s Office of Legal
Counsel—“and I still think, that this theory best captures the Cheney even before Sept. 11, 2001.

As LaRouche prophetically warned, in testimony deliv-meaning of the Constitution’s text and structure,” adding that,
in his view, the Framers “saw the unitary executive as neces- ered on Jan. 16, 2001 to the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee,

opposing the nomination of John Ashcroft as Attorney Gen-sary to balance the huge power of the legislature and the
factions that may gain control of it.” eral, the Cheney-led Bush Administration came into office

committed to government-by-crisis-management, modelledAfter reviewing the Wall Street Journal account, Lyndon
LaRouche declared, “If Judge Alito does in fact adhere to the on the Hitler Nazidictatorship in Germany. LaRouche warned

that the Bush Administration would seek, at the first opportu-views reported in the Wall Street Journal, he should not be
allowed near any court—certainly not the United States Su- nity, a “Reichstag Fire” justification for dictatorship, all based

on the legal theories of Hitler’s Carl Schmitt. It was Schmitt,preme Court—except as a defendant.” LaRouche insisted that
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who wrote the legal opinion, based on the “unitary executive,” approved regional death-squad program called “Operation
Condor.”Führerprinzip, that justified Hitler’s declaration of emer-

gency dictatorial rule on Feb. 28, 1933—twenty-four hours Among the American bankers and government officials
who ran the Pinochet coup, from the outset, were:after the Reichstag, the German parliament, was set ablaze by

agents of Hitler’s own Herman Göring. • Felix Rohatyn, the Lazard Brothers banker and ITT
director. Rohatyn, a protégé of leading World War II-era Syn-The aftermath of 9/11 proved that LaRouche was 100%

right. On Dec. 19, 2005, in a press conference aboard Air archist banker André Meyer, orchestrated the 1971 ITT take-
over of Hartford Insurance, and, along with ITT ChairmanForce Two, Vice President Cheney flaunted the fact that he

came into office in January 2001, committed to rolling back Harold Geneen, helped oversee the overthrow of Allende
from his post on the ITT board. Two years after the Pinochetthe legislative safeguards, passed by Congress and signed

into law by Presidents Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter, in the coup, Rohatyn would impose the same Hitlerian/Schachtian
austerity policies on New York City, through his chairman-aftermath of the Watergate scandal and the revelations about

illegal FBI and CIA spying on American citizens. In calling ship of the Municipal Assistance Corporation (“Big MAC”).
• George Shultz, Richard Nixon’s Treasury Secretary,for a rollback of those post-Watergate “infringements” on

Presidential power, Cheney was, in effect, declaring war on who orchestrated the breakup of FDR’s Bretton Woods sys-
tem on behalf of the Synarchist bankers, travelled to Chile,the most sacred principles written into the U.S. Constitution.

Cheney’s stooge, President Bush, certified his own adher- following the Pinochet coup, and gave his personal imprima-
tur to the regime’s radical free-trade economic policies, in-ence to the same Führerprinzip when he recently signed the

defense budget, and invoked the “unitary executive” right to cluding the looting-by-privatization of the country’s pension
system. The same privatization of Social Security was at-ignore the bill’s explicit ban on torture. The McCain Amend-

ment, banning torture of American-held prisoners in the tempted by the Bush Administration last year—with Shultz’s
enthusiastic backing. Himself a product of the University of“Global War on Terror,” was passed by an overwhelming,

veto-proof bipartisan majority in both the House and the Sen- Chicago Economics Department of Milton Friedman and the
“Chicago Boys” who ran the economic policy of the Pinochetate, yet the President asserted his “constitutional” authority

as commander-in-chief, to ignore Congress. dictatorship, Shultz has been the behind-the-scenes Svengali
of the Bush-Cheney Administration, steering it in an explic-
itly “Pinochet” direction, promoting a bankers’ dictatorshipPinochet and Hitler

Despite the events of 9/11, the Synarchist bankers behind of radical free-trade/globalization looting, utilizing unbridled
police state power to achieve his aims.Cheney did not fully succeed in their scheme for dictatorship

and the overthrow of the Constitution. Both the Congress and • Henry Kissinger, the National Security Advisor and
Secretary of State to President Nixon, who enthusiasticallythe American people put up sufficient resistance to partly

stymie the efforts to impose crisis-management-style Execu- promoted the Pinochet coup, at the very moment that he was
formulating National Security Study Memorandum 200tive branch rule-by-decree. The May 2005 bipartisan “Gang

of 14” Senate revolt against Cheney’s so-called “nuclear op- (NSSM-200), which asserted Anglo-American Cold War
ownership of the planet’s strategic raw-materials wealth andtion” to strip the Senate of its Constitutional role of “advise

and consent” represented a particularly significant setback for an aggressive corollary doctrine of drastic population reduc-
tion, through wars, disease and famine—all targetted at thethe Synarchist cabal.

But the Cheney gang’s vision for America shows clearly Third World. Kissinger was the principal American govern-
ment official behind Operation Condor, a right-wing death-in Chile, a South American nation targetted for “the Hitler

treatment” by a cabal of American-based Synarchists, led squad apparatus that ran a “strategy of tension” terror war
against the sovereign republics of South American, whichby Felix Rohatyn, Henry Kissinger, and George Shultz (see

accompanying article). Chile under the 1970s and ’80s dicta- spilled over into continental Europe, particularly Italy. One
of Kissinger’s primary assets in Operation Condor was thetorship of General Pinochet offers the clearest picture of what

Cheney et al. still intend to impose on the United States— Propaganda Two (P-2) Freemasonic Lodge of World War II-
era fascist Licio Gelli.if given the opportunity. The defeat of the Supreme Court

nomination of Judge Alito offers the immediate opportunity The Chile of the Pinochet dictatorship, steered from Wall
Street and the Nixon Administration by Rohatyn, Shultz, andto deliver a killer blow to Rohatyn, Shultz, and Cheney’s

scheme. Kissinger, is the model for what these same individuals and
the Synarchist bankers cabal they represent, have in mind for
the U.S.A.—if they are not stopped.The Other Sept. 11

On Sept. 11, 1973, Gen. Augusto Pinochet led a military
coup that ousted the legitimately elected government of Presi- Carl Schmitt

These are the issues before the U.S. Senate in the case ofdent Salvador Allende. The Pinochet coup would unleash
several decades of terror, which would spread to other parts Judge Alito. The doctrine of the “unitary executive” promoted

by Alito is a carbon copy of the doctrine of law devised byof South and Central America, through a Henry Kissinger-
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Carl Schmitt to justify the Hitler dictatorship of February dent-protégé Jaime Guzman, argued that the government had
to use violence to impose order. Guzman was the sole source1933 and the Pinochet dictatorship of Sept. 11, 1973. In both

the Hitler and Pinochet cases, Schmitt was “on the scene.” As of legal justification for the Pinochet coup and dictatorship,
and he insisted that violence was a precondition for success.the leading German jurist of the 1920s and ’30s, Schmitt wrote

the legal opinion justifying Hitler’s Reichstag Fire coup. In effect, Schmitt acolyte Guzman ran fascist Chile—in the
name of the same doctrine of “unitary executive” power thatSchmitt argued that the “charismatic leader” derives unbri-

dled power from “the people” in time of crisis, and that any Schmitt had earlier codified in the Führerprinzip. It is the
same doctrine that Cheney et al. seek to impose today onform of government, based on a system of checks and bal-

ances, consensus, and separation of power, is illegitimate, the U.S.A.
This is fascism—pure and simple—and it must bebecause it stands in the way of the absolute ruler’s responsibil-

ity to “protect the people.” crushed, now, if the United States is to survive as a constitu-
tional republic.In the case of the Pinochet coup in Chile, Schmitt’s stu-

TheSchmittleriansWereAlso
BehindPinochet’s Fascist Coup
byCynthia R. Rush

In 2006, former Chilean dictator Gen. Augusto Pinochet It’s no surprise that the Pinochet dictatorship was a copy
of Hitler’s Nazi regime. Because it had its own Crown Jurist,Ugarte (ret.) may finally go to trial for the Nazi-style atrocities

committed during his 17-year rule, from the time of the bloody Jaime Guzmán Erázuriz, who was a direct follower of the
Crown Jurist for Hitler’s regime, Carl Schmitt. GuzmanSept. 11, 1973 coup that overthrew President Salvador Al-

lende Gossens, until he left power in 1990. Although to date used Schmitt’s Hobbesian legal doctrine to justify both the
coup and the destruction of constitutional government thatPinochet’s legal team has successfully kept him from going

to trial, recent court rulings stripping him of his immunity as followed it. The elements that converged to give the Pino-
chet dictatorship this Hitlerian character are the same onesa former head of state, and sending him to the police station

for mug shots and fingerprinting, suggest that a trial isn’t standing behind the Cheney “Children of Satan” appara-
tus today.far off.

Although the 90-year-old Pinochet is likely to be tried Like Cheney, they hate the U.S. Constitution. The
“Portada Group” of Catholic corporatists to which Guzmáninitially for the murders and disappearances of leftist militants

in the 1970s “Operation Colombo,” as well as for the illicit belonged in the early 1970s, loudly proclaimed that the rights
of man are not “inalienable in the corporatist state.” They canfinancial activities that helped him stash an unexplained $30

million fortune in foreign bank accounts, prosecutors’ ulti- be restricted “to the benefit of the common good.” Guzmán
asserted that in times of “emergency or exception,” humanmate goal is to try the former dictator for his direct role in the

fascist murder and torture apparatus known as Operation and civil rights were not absolute or unlimited.
Wielding Schmitt’s argument for unbridled executiveCondor.

Pinochet is guilty of these crimes and should be prose- power to face the Marxist threat that Allende allegedly repre-
sented—just as Cheney defends the President’s right to tor-cuted. But that’s not the whole story. The highest level of

responsibility for Operation Condor lies with Henry Kiss- ture prisoners and ignore the Constitution today—Guzmán
demanded that the junta use “harshness and energy” to wipeinger and allied Synarchist bankers grouped around George

Shultz, the architect of much of the George W. Bush Adminis- out any opponents. “Any complex [about this] or vacillation
in this area will be disastrous,” he wrote in a memo to Pinochettration’s criminal policies today. Operation Condor’s coordi-

nation with the intelligence agencies, security forces, and par- just a few days after Sept. 11, 1973. “To transform the dicta-
torship into a ‘soft’ one would be a mistake of incalculableamilitary death squads of the Southern Cone dictatorships

to detain, torture, and “disappear” thousands of opponents, consequences,” he warned.
In the early 1970s, Guzmán belonged to the paramilitaryenforced the imposition of the University of Chicago’s fascist

economic policies, which turned Chile into the Schachtian Fatherland and Freedom group, which later included Michael
Townley, the assassin of former Chilean Foreign Minister“economic miracle” so admired by Synarchist financiers

worldwide. Orlando Letelier in 1976.
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